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mr . Chairman ,

Canada is happy to ,7'oin with other states assembled here on what one may
hope is the threshold of ar. important new phase in the continuing process of
negotiations aimed at ic,+ering tensions and increasing East West cooperation
particularly in Eu:1pr . Canada has consistently maintained that concrete action
to reduce the present military confrontation in Europe should go hand in hand with
political measures to that end .

We have been heartened by recent political developments . The progress
achieved at the Multil3teral Preparatory Talks in Helsinki to lay the groundwork
for a Conference cn Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE), the conclusion of
SALT I, the suc :.essf al outcome of the negotiations to place on a stable footing
the relations betwe,~,n the Federal Republic of Germany and the USSR, the People's
Republic of Poland and the Gnrman Democratic Republic form an auspicious background
for negotiations on Mutuel and Balanced Force Reductions . It has taken a long
time for these explorato:► talks to materialize . We can be hopeful about the
prospects for a viable détente if we can duplicate even in a small way in the
military field what we have achieved politically . We must be realistic and
recognize that these talks will be complex and that considerable time and effort
will be needed to achieve positive results but we are confident that with goodwill
and growing mutu.^1 confidence such an outcome can be reached .

We believe in a gradual systematic approach in this as in other aspects
of these efforts to improve security and stability in Europe . We think the time
has come to take an initial but serious step toward the reduction of the level of
military confrontatio :, wherA it is highest, in Central Europe . If we can agree
on a comnio7 purpose and ; ind suf f i.cient cor~non ground concerning detailed way s
of moving in that direction, progress should be possible . Negotiations to reduce
forces in Central Europe should thus contribute further to the détente process if
our combined efforts a.^ bascd on realistic objectives . Above all our efforts to
reduce ths :ailita.r,,* confrontation in Central Europe should not be to the disadvantag e
of any country and Fh~~uld safegua.^d stability and security in Europe as a whole .

Canada Intends to pl,-7 a full role in the forthcoming negotiations . As .
you know, Canadia.n Atmcr Forces have fought in two wars on this continent .
Canadian and Eu.^opcar spvirity have been inseparable in the past and in our view
remain so for the fnresceabîe future . We are present today because we continue
to maintain forces in Cent.ral Europe in recognition of this inseparable link, and
because we wish to make a positive contribution to European and Atlantic security .
We owe it to our people to do all in our power to see that the danger of a new
conflict is excluded and the burden of defence is reduced in due course without
di;ninishinP security.

With their oriPins drawn in large part from,ail over Europe the Canadian
people wish to maintain, strengthen and enrich their ties with a Europe en,joying
greater security, stability and harmony . It is their hope that the forthco .►;unR
negotiatians will contri.but.e to that end .
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It should be possible for us shortly to reach agreement in this forum on
the substance, scope and modalities for a negotiating conference on Mutual and
Aalanced Force Reductions in Central Europe starting next Autumn . For our part
Canada will attempt to play a constructive role in bring about such a conference .

L' I


